


Tokenization of Real World Assets on-chain is the next
frontier for the Democratization of Finance and is a
powerful revolution, that is recognized by leading Bankers
and Regulators globally.

We really believe that [in] the future,
you will have [a] coexistance of
different digital assets, you will have
CBDCs, you will have stablecoins, you
will have crypto, you will have tokenised
deposits, and possibly other things.



Offered as white labelled/private labelled
SaaS or one-time acquisition with requisite
customizations and regular feature updates

Zero upfront investment in expensive tech
Let VDP handle it all for you

Developed by a diverse team of
bankers and tech specialists with
decades of lending experience

Simple UI/UX with enterprise grade
security

Deployable on multiple public, private and
permissioned blockchains of your choice

Supports multiple digital currencies like Stablecoins,
Fiat, Deposit Tokens and CBDC 

Reliable support and assistance through
detailed flowcharts, SOPs and training

Comes with a complete package of credit
enablement services such as borrower referral
services, credit risk consultancy, facilitation of
legal documentation and co-ordinating debt
collection via partners



Access to a highly experienced team Of
technologists and bankers. Vayana has
a Technology Development Center at
Vadodara housing 100+ engineers with
in-house blockchain specialists

Access our ecosystem of world
class partners for KYC, on and
off ramps, custody wallets, legal
services and collection support

A set of powerful smart contracts for
conducting various activities such as
access control, recording loan
contributions, managing loan
repayments, NPAs and write offs

100% Data confidentiality assured.
We work with 20 regulated banks
and non bank lenders in India
offering them a wide suite of SCF
management products and services

Continuous innovations and
upgrades. New features such as
Flrst Loss Capital Collection,
Loan Tranching and Structured
Tokenised products available

New features based on
Tokenization and Debt Capital
Markets coming shortly

Risk 
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 use your Fiat current
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  risk consultancy.
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Receive Digital
Currencies directly

into your wallet,
convert it to FIAT

through regulated
banking channels or

opt for normal Fiat
settlements.

 Convert Fiat to digital
currencies using

Regulated Agents/
CBDC/ Deposit

Tokens/Fiat. 
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VAYANA’S LEGACY
Vayana is India's largest B2B Trade
Credit Infrastructure and has emerged
as the fastest growing fintech and 
technology provider of choice for
20 Banks and Non Banking
lenders in India and overseas.
Through its infrastructure, Vayana
enables USD 14 Bn+ in financing to
over 300,000+ enterprises
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